Francesco Corbetta - The Best of All
9. Rules for accompanying a Bass Line
Part I - 1643 and 1648
Both Varii Capricii per la guitarra spagnuola (1643) and Varii Scherzi per la
chitarra spagnola (1648) include some examples illustrating how to accompany a bass
line on the guitar. These cover the same topics but with minor variations in the
examples. The variations between the two sources are not of any great significance.1
p.70
p.79

Regola per sonar sopra la parte
Scalla di musica per b quadro e per b molle
Scala di musica par b quadro e par b molle

The notes from G to c’ harmonized with alfabeto chords; all the notes are natural.
Example 1 -1643 p. 70

1648 p. 79

1

There are some printing errors in the examples in 1648, some of which have been corrected by hand or
on the printing plates in different exemplars but these are not significant.
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In the 1643 version Corbetta has chosen chords which reflect the way in which the bass
notes move up the scale. To achieve this, he has had to use chords at higher positions
on the fingerboard i.e. at the third and fifth fret, at the end of the sequence. In the
1648 version he has abandoned this idea and chosen chords which are more
conveniently placed on the fingerboard. The first six chords from G to e are the same
as those in 1643. Of the last five chords, three are played at the first fret like the ones at
the beginning of the sequence and the last two at the third fret.
[Per b molle]
[Per b molle]
The notes from F to b flat are harmonized with alfabeto chords with b flat key signature.
Example 2 - 1643 p.70

1648 p. 79
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In the second example he has done the same thing. The first seven chords are the same
in both examples. In the 1643 version the last four chords are at higher positions on
the fingerboard. In the 1648 version he has chosen chords at first position which are
the same as those for the first four notes in the sequence. The last chord, K3, is a more
convenient version of the C minor chords.
He is adopting a practical approach rather than a theoretical one.
The basic rule is to use a root position chord on each degree of the scale except where
the bass line rises a semitone. Corbetta does not do this consistently. In the first
example he has adhered to the rule when harmonizing the notes B natural to C but not
the notes E natural to F; he has given an E minor chord rather than an C major one. In
the second example he has adhered to the rule when harmonizing the notes E natural to
F but not from A natural to B flat; he has given an A minor chord rather than an F major
one.
p.71
p.80

Modo di tocar la notta col diesis e senza per b quadro
Modo di tocar la notta col diesis e senza p. b quadro

Notes from G to g rising chromatically showing major or minor chords on each degree of
the scale harmonized with either alfabeto chords or tablature.
Example 3 - 1643 p. 71

The example illustrates how to harmonize notes in the bass with sharps i.e. the
progression MI – FA with a first inversion chord on MI.
In 1648 (not reproduced) the F sharp major chord is reperesented by G2 instead of Q
and the B minor chord by K2 instead of X. This is in line with the move towards
abandonning the letters at the end of the alphabet in favour the simpler system of
shifted chords. In each case here the actual chords are the same.
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He has not put a first inversion chord in tablature on A sharp; he has put an alfabeto
chord which will be a 6-4 with octave stringing on the fifth course. There is no obvious
reason for this – he could have written a 3-part chord on the first, second and third
courses. The three-part chord on C sharp will be in first inversion with the “French”
tuning.
p.71
p.80

Il simile per b molle
Il simile p. b molle

Notes from F to f rising chromatically showing the major and minor chord on each
degree of the scale harmonized with either alfabeto chords or tablature with one flat in
the key signature.
Example 4 - 1643 p. 71

1648 p. 80

In 1643 he has not put a first inversion chord in tablature on B natural; he has put the
alfabeto Chord G3 which will be a 6-4 with octave stringing on the fifth course. In 1648
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he has substituted Chord A. In both sources he has put Chord + on E natural – a root
position chord - rather than the first inversion C major chord.
The two chords in tablature in the 1643 version will be in first inversion with the French
tuning. In 1648 he has arranged the order of the notes on C sharp differently.

p.72
p.81

Modo di dar l’accompagn.to alla notta della terza minor e magiore
Modo di dar la compag.to a la notta della terza minore e mayore

Notes from F – f showing the major and minor chord on each in alfabeto
Example 5 - 1643 p. 72

In 1648 (not reproduced) the B major chord is reperesented by H2 instead of R which
again is in line with the move towards the simpler system. The actual chords are the
same.
In both tables he has put Chord A, a G major chord on B natural instead of a B minor
chord – which should be K2.
p.72
p.82

Modo di dar l’accompagna.to alla notta della sesta minor e magiore
Modo di dar la accompag.to alla notta della sesta minore e mayiore

Notes from F to e chromatically with first inversion chords in tablature throughout.
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Example 6 - 1643 p. 72

1648 p.82
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The examples are not identical in the two sources. The voicing of the two chords on A
varies. The lowest note is stopped on the third course in 1643; the open fifth course is
indicated in 1648.
In 1648 Corbetta has included several extra chords. These are shown in green in the
transcription.
The last three examples with a key signature of one flat are identical in the two sources.
p.73 Modo di far la cadenza di quarta risolta con la terza per b quadro con la quinta
falsa
p.83 Modo di far la cadenza di quarta e terza con la quinta falssa
4-3 suspensions at the cadence with the tritone in keys with sharps (major & minor)
Example 7A -1643 p. 73

The 4-3 suspension is almost invariably introduced into a perfect cadence i.e. when the
bass either falls a perfect 5th or rises a perfect 4th.
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Corbetta refers to the 7th as the “false fifth” (i.e.the tritone); the tritone occurs between
two upper parts although strictly speaking the “false” note is a 7th from the bass.
Corbetta has not indicated it in the figures; in 1671 he indicates it with the figure 5.
When constructing the part writing it should really be treated as a passing note if it is
not prepared rather than approached by a minor 3rd from the leading note.
In the first example of a cadence in C major Corbetta has not been able to place the root
of the chord in the lowest part – it will be on the third course when the chord is
strummed, as the tablature indicates. The 4-3 suspension is on the fifth course. With a
low octave string on the fifth course it will be in the lowest part. In practice this is
acceptable.
In 1648 Corbetta has added one further example in the key of F sharp major; the 2
indicating that Chord G should be played at the second fret is missing.
Example 7B
1648 p. 83 – Last example

Corbetta has not explained how the suspended 4th should be prepared.
p.73
p.84

Il simile per b. molle
Il simile per b. molle

4-3 suspensions at the cadence with the tritone in keys with flats (major & minor).
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Example 8 - 1643 p. 73

1648 is identical.
The last example in D flat major is arranged with the “4-3 suspension” on the fifth
course as in the C major example in Example 7A. Better part writing results if the note
on the fourth course – the 7th is placed in the upper octave.
p.74
p.85

Modo di far la cadenza di settima risolta con la sexta per b quadro
Modo di far la cadenza di settima et sexta per b quadro

7-6 suspensions at the cadence in sharp keys
Example 9 - 1643 p. 74
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1648 is almost identical. In 1643 in the fourth cadence on D Corbetta has overlooked the
sharp over the bass note and put Chord E – a D minor chord; in 1648 he has altered this
to Chord C – D major. He has also used H2 instead of R for the B major chord.
Although Corbetta has not made a distinction between them, the examples illustrate
two different progressions - a tenorising cadence where the bass line falls a tone and a
Phrygian cadence where the bass falls a semitone.2 The third, sixth and seventh
examples are Phrygian cadences.
In a tenorising cadence the suspension is introduced into a first inversion diminished 5 th
triad on the leading note in the progression VII7-6 I/i. The seventh resolves onto a major
sixth and should be accompanied by a minor third; Corbetta has overlooked this rule in
the second cadence on F major which should have a B flat rather than B natural. The
final chord may have a major or minor third.
In a Phrygian cadence the suspension is introduced into a first inversion minor triad on
the second or sixth degree of the scale in the progression vi7-6 V or ii7-6 I depending on
the context. The final chord must have a major third.
Corbetta has not explained how the 7th should be prepared.
In the cadences on Chord R (B major) and Chord D (A minor) the parts are inverted with
the “French” tuning. In both instances this is acceptable.

2

Lex Eisenhardt unhelpfully refers to these examples as I6-IV progressions. In I6-IV progression the bass
line would rise a semitone and not include any dissonance. See “Italian guitar music of the seventeenth
century” (2016), p.113.
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p.74
p.86

Il simile per b molle
Il simile per b molle

7-6 suspensions at the cadence in flat keys
Example 10 - 1643 p.74

Examples two, three, six and seven are Phrygian cadences. In the first example
cadencing on Chord G (F major) the parts will be inverted with a low octave string on the
fifth course. In the cadences on Chord B (C major) and chord I (A major) the parts are
inverted with the “French” tuning. In both instances this is acceptable.
In 1648 Corbetta has added one further example finalizing on F which is misprinted.
The note on the first course in the first chord is given as F sharp instead of F natural.
1648 p. 86
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At the end of the book there are two sinfonia. In the Table of Contents the first is
described as “come si deue sonar la notte” – literally “how the note must be played”
which suggests that is an example of how to create a piece from a bass line. Although
the bass part is more or less integrated into the guitar part, there is no obvious reason
why the bass line should not be doubled by another instrument. The “Aria” in Matteis’
False consonances (p.4-5) is a similar example. It has a separate bass part which for
practical reasons is printed separately from the guitar part rather than in score; the
guitar part is more elaborate and takes up three staves while the bass part occupies only
a single staff at the bottom of the page. It is fairly obvious that they are intended to be
played together. There would be no point in including the bass line otherwise.
The second sinfonie has a note “acompagnata con l’organo ò altro Basso” –
“accompanied with the organ or another bass [instrument]” which suggests that it is a
preconceived piece with organ or other accompaniment. In places the two parts are
more independent with one echoing the other. The organ may not seem like an obvious
choice as an accompanying instrument but Corbetta may have had in mind a small
chamber organ rather than a church organ. Today both pieces are usually played as
duets.

Conclusions
It is frequently argued that these exercises are only acceptable if played with a
low octave string on the fifth course as well as the fourth course. However, all examples
are work satisfactorily with a low octave string only on the fourth course; they are
either in the correct inversions or present acceptable alternatives. In some of the
examples Corbetta himself has not reproduced the bass part in the tablature, resulting
in a different but acceptable inversion. It is not always practical either to arrange the
notes in a way that makes it possible to sustain the underlying harmony. The examples
illustrate what actually works on a five-course instrument. As far as possible the
examples are arranged so that they can be played without moving to high positions on
the fingerboard.

Part II - Rules for accompanying a Bass Line
1671
La guitarre royalle (1671) includes similar exercises to those included in1643 and
1648 set out in French tablature. However, they are not identical with either of the
earlier books.
p.99 A. Commencement pour iouer la partie par b. quar
The notes from G to c’ harmonized with standard chords written out in French
tablature.
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These are the same those as in 1648 except that in bar 3 Corbetta has included the
equivalent of Chord K as an alternative for Chord A on B natural and in bar 6 he has
written the equivalent of Chord F (E major) instead of Chord + (E minor).
B. La mesme par b.mol
Notes from F to c’ with b flat key signature harmonized with standard chords written
out in French tablature.
The chords are the same as in both earlier books up to and including the note D in the
bass except that only the consonant form of Chord L is included. Corbetta has included
alternative chords for notes E flat to C.
Example 1 - 1671 p.99B.

On E natural he has written a root position variant of Chord B instead of a 4-part sixthree in tablature. In the same bar he has included Chord M on E flat.
All the chords that follow are standard 5-part chords. He has included some of the
alternative chords from 1643 and 1648 and some chords which are not included in the
earlier books, notably the B flat minor chords on B flat.
Chords which are not included in the earlier books are highlighted in green.
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C. Maniere de toucher la notte avec diesis et sans diesis
Notes from G to b’ rising chromatically showing the major or minor chords on each
degree of the scale.
Example 2 - 1671 p.99C

With the exception of the first chord all are harmonized with standard five-part chords
in French tablature rather than with three-part chords on the sharpened notes as in the
earlier books.
He has included the 7th in the chords on D sharp and G sharp (highlighted in red); he
has not actually indicated that the open fifth course should be included in the former
but it could be.
The chords from G sharp to b natural are not included in the earlier books.
He has omitted altogether the example showing the scale with a B flat signature
(p.71/p80 in the earlier books).
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D. Maniere de toucher la tierce mineure et maieure
Notes from F – f with a b flat key signature showing the major and minor chord on each
in French tablature.
This varies from the corresponding examples in the earlier books (p. 72/p.81) in the
following ways.
There is a key signature of one flat.
The fourth bar has B flat instead of B natural in the bass with B flat minor (Chord K) and
B flat major (Chord H) chords.
p.100 A. Maniere de toucher la sexte mineure et maieure
Notes from F to e rising chromatically with first inversion chords in French tablature
Example 3 - 1671 p.100A
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These vary considerably from the earlier books. Corbetta has expanded many of the
chords to four or five parts.
He has included the 7th in the E major chords on B natural and in the F sharp major
chords on C sharp (bar 5 and bar 8 of the transcription).
The chords which are additional or which vary are shown in green.
B. Maniere de faire la cadense de quarte et tierce avec la fausse quint par b quart
4-3 suspensions at the cadence with the false fifth in keys with sharps (major & minor).
Example 4 - 1671 p.100B
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Where possible Corbetta has filled out chords which were in three parts in the earlier
books.
The A major chord is increased to five parts in the second example.
An E minor chord is included as an alternative to E major in the third example.
An A major rather than an A minor chord is given for the final chord in the sixth
example.
The F sharp major chord is increased to five parts in the seventh example.
The “false fifth” is indicated with the figure 5 below the bass line.
He has not indicated that any of the chords are to be strummed as in the earlier books
presumably because it is less convenient to do this in French tablature.
C. La mesme par b moll
4-3 suspensions at the cadence with the false fifth in B flat major, E flat major and A flat
major
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Example 5 - 1671 p.100C

Corbetta has filled out chords where practical as in the previous examples.
The B flat major chord is increased to five parts in the first example.
The E flat major chord is increased to five parts in the third example.
He has omitted the example in D flat major included in both earlier books.
p.101A. Maniere de faire la cadence de septiesme et sixieme par b quart
7-6 suspensions at the cadence in sharp keys
Example 6 - 1671 p.101A
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As in the earlier books the bass line falls either semitone or a tone. The sixth and
seventh examples are Phrygian cadence – the bass falls a semitone. The first, fifth and
last two examples are tenorising cadences; the bass line falls a tone. The last two
examples are reversed from the earlier version and end with major rather than minor
chords.
However, in the second and fourth examples, Corbetta has increased the number of
parts in the initial chord from three to four, converting it from a first inversion
diminished 5th triad on the leading note to a second inversion chord of the dominant 7th
combined with a 4-3 suspension in a more complex progression i.e
V 7–6 I
4-

B. La mesme par b.mol
7-6 suspensions at the cadence in flat keys
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Example 7 - 1671 p.101B

Examples three, four, seven, eight and nine are Phrygian cadences. Examples two, and
five are tenorising cadences.
In the first example the C major 7th chord has been increased to five parts; the
progression is the same as the second example in Example 6 above although the notes
are arranged in a different way on the fingerboard. With a low octave string on the fifth
course it will be a straightforward dominant 7th chord with a 4-3 suspension. The second
example is not included in the earlier books.The last example is included in 1648 but not
1643.

Conclusion
Like the exercises in the earlier books, all the examples in Corbetta’s La guitarre
royale (1671) work satisfactorily with a low octave string only on the fourth course; they
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are either in the correct inversions or present acceptable alternatives. They illustrate
what is practical on a five-course instrument with a re-entrant tuning; as far as possible
they are arranged so that they can be played without moving to high positions on the
fingerboard.
It should be stressed that the exercises are not identical with those in either his 1643
or 1648 book. Understandably after a period of more than twenty years Corbetta has
arranged some of the examples differently. The progressions illustrated in 1671
sometimes vary from those in the earlier books and the chords are often filled out with
additional courses. The harmony is sometimes more complex and may include the 7th of
the chord.
Corbetta may have had a different style of accompaniment in mind – one which is
more appropriate for the guitar than the keyboard or lute inspired exercises in the
earlier books. This consists predominantly of strummed chords with less emphasis on
reproducing the bass line as written and more complex harmony. In performance, this
is more effective. The audibility and sustaining power of the guitar is more limited than
that of a keyboard instrument or the lute or theorbo, and strumming underpins the
voice parts more effectively.

Part III - Vocal pieces in La guitarre royale (1671)
This style of accompaniment is exemplified in the four vocal ensemble pieces at
the end of the book. Two of these are for two sopranos and bass voice and two are for
one soprano and bass voice. They are set out in score and all have both a figured bass
line and a written-out accompaniment for guitar in French tablature. All are
arrangements of solo pieces in the main part of the book. (See Appendix I Example 1).
It has been suggested that these accompaniments are not representative of common
practice in the last quarter of the seventeenth century.3 As there are very few
comparable works, it is difficult to understand how this conclusion has been arrived at.
It seems to be based on the false assumption that the exercises in accompanying a bass
line found in Sanz’s Instruccion de musica, printed in Zaragoza in 1674, are typical of
late seventeenth-century practice throughout Europe and beyond. This is questionable.
First of all, there is no way of knowing whether Sanz’s book ever circulated outside of
Spain.4

3

Eisenhardt – Italian guitar music of the seventeenth century (2015), p.121 - “Although the
accompaniments of the polyphonic songs from Corbetta’s La guitarre royale (1671) should probably not
be taken as representative of the continuo practice from the last part of the seventeenth century, they
are still often referred to as classic examples”.
4
This is also true of Murcia’s “Resumen de accompañar”. This includes exercises similar in style to those
of Sanz but did not appear in print until 1714.
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Secondly, although in most of Sanz’s exercises, which cover similar ground to those in
the earlier Italian books, the bass line is reproduced as written and realized in 3-part
harmony without strummed chords, there is no reason to suppose that this style of
accompaniment was intended to supercede the practice of strumming an
accompaniment or of combining strumming with three-part writing. It is not a superior
way of providing an accompaniment; it is simply an alternative.
Sanz’s first example shows the notes of the scale from G to f harmonized with both
major and minor alfabeto chords as in the earlier Italian books, and with 3-part chords
in tablature. The alfabeto chords are the same as those in Corbetta’s first example in
1643 and 1648. In the written introduction Sanz comments
Tienen todos los puntos dos acompañamientos, para que escojas el que quisieres.
El uno es de Rasgueado, con toda la Guitarra, y este se señala con las letras. El
otro de Punteado, que se señala con los numeros, y en este el pulgar tañe la cifra
que corresponde al baxo, y con los otros dedos, las vozes que vienen mas al
proposito a la mano.5
All the notes have two kinds of accompaniment, so that you may chose which
you like. One way is rasgueado, playing the whole guitar, and this is
represented with letters. The other way is punteado, which is represented with
numbers; and in this method the thumb plays the number which corresonds to
the bass, and the other fingers the voices which fall most conveniently under
the hand.
Sanz – Exemplo 1º -Acõmpañamiento Diatonico Pl.13.

The rest of the examples illustrate progressions such as 4-3 and 7-6 suspensions where
it is not practical to use 5-part chords. In essence they are the same as those of
Corbetta.
It is also clear from what Sanz says when commenting on the second of his two
labyrinths – Laberinto 2o de las falsas, y puntos mas estraños y dificiles q(ue) tiene la
5

Sanz – Instruccion de musica, Segundo tratado p.3.
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guitarra on Plate 2 of the first part of Instruccion de musica that he considered a
predominantly strummed accompaniment perfectly acceptable.6
The ‘labyrinth’ consists of sequences of resolving 7th chords progressing in a circle of 5ths
from E minor and back again. Sanz comments as follows
En esta tabla hallaràs todas las falsas, y ligaduras de que se componen las
clausulas, y cadencias de Musica, puestas con su prevencion, y resolucion, como
enseña la buena composicion: Hallaràs las quatro vozes, y todo lo mas lleno que
se puede tañer en la Guitarra; y finalmente, todos los puntos cromaticos, con sus
consonancias, y disonancias, que es lo mas dificil, y son de grande util para el que
desea saber con fundamento, y acompañarse con la voz’.7
In this table you will find all the dissonances and suspensions from which the
closes and cadences of music are composed, set out with their preparation and
resolution as is taught in the art of composition. You will find some 4-part
chords [where five-part chords are impractical] and all the fullest harmonies
that can be played on the guitar; and finally, all the chromatic chords, whether
consonant or dissonant which are the most difficult and are very useful for
whoever wishes to understand the basic principles and to accompany himself
when singing.
There are numerous Spanish manuscripts of vocal music with Castilian or Catalan cifras
added to one or other of the parts which clearly indicate that a strummed
accompaniment was considered appropriate at the time.
French and English sources suggest that Corbetta’s approach was the norm.
Grenerin’s Livre de guitarre printed in Paris 1680 includes both exercises and consort
pieces. There are three Simphonies for two violins, figured bass and written out guitar
part and three Airs for three or four voices with figured bass and guitar part all set out in
score. The guitar parts combine strummed chords with three-part writing. Although
Grenerin has taken more care to reproduce the bass line in the guitar part than
Corbetta, this may reflect the fact that he was primarily a theorbo player. The exercises
in Matteis’s False consonances of musick printed by John Carr in London in 1682
likewise combine strummed chords with plucked chords.
There are at least five manuscripts of English provenance of vocal music with a
guitar accompaniment written out in tablature from the same period.

6

There are a substantial number of Spanish manuscripts of vocal music which include the cifras – the
Spanish equivalent of alfabeto notation.
7
Sanz – Instruccion de musica, Primer tratado p.6.
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The earliest of these - USA-CAuMs.1953.009 – apparently belonged to the Italian
singer and lutenist, Pietro Reggio8. It bears his signature and was at least in part copied
by him. The date 16 December 1669 appears on the first numbered folio. Reggio was
one of the troupe of Italian musicians employed by Queen Christina of Sweden between
1652-3. After her abdication he spent some time in Germany, Spain and France before
settling in England in about 1664.
The manuscript is in five section. The first comprises Italian canzoni and cantatas by
Cavalli, Strozzi, Rossi and others with accompaniment for five-course guitar written out
in French tablature with or without a separate (unfigured) bass line, for the most part
copied and presumably arranged by Reggio himself. Some of the accompaniments are
sketchy or incomplete suggesting that the manuscript was originally a working
document intended by Reggio for his own use. The second section comprises settings of
psalms and other religious Latin texts with or without guitar accompaniment copied in a
different hand. Reggio seems to have favoured a style of accompaniment which
consists of standard 5-part chords where ever practical; a running bass line is however
often left unharmonized, although in practice it may have been filled in. (See Appendix 1
Example 2).
There are also four manuscripts of solo vocal pieces copied for the diarist Samuel
Pepys by the Flemish-Italian musician, Cesare Morelli, which have guitar parts in French
tablature which are predominantly strummed.9 Like Reggio, Morelli was a singer and
lutenist; he entered Pepys’ service in June 1675 and remained with him until 1682. The
manuscripts comprise arrangements of works by a number of contemporary composers
including Carissimi, Cesti, G.B. Draghi, Lully, Reggio and Stradella as well as pieces by
Morelli and Pepys himself. Three of the manuscripts include a separate figured bass line.
Morelli also compiled, presumably for Pepys’ benefit, a didactic work - A table to the
ghitarr shewing the relation of each Frett upon every string - dated 168010 with a set of
short preludes “to every Key in use through the whole scale”. Morelli clearly favoured a
style in which full chords featured prominently. (See Appendix 1 Example 3).
Both Reggio and Morelli would have been familiar with Corbetta’s music and
probably knew him personally as they were all Italian and moved in the same circles in
London during the 1660s and 1670s. Reggio would also have known Bartolotti as they
were both members of the group of musicians employed by Queen Christina between
1652-3. It is sometimes suggested that the guitar was not used for accompanying the
Italian vocal repertoire later than that included in alfabeto song books. This is clearly not
the case. Due to economic decline in the later part of the century it may not have been
profitable to print the music in a popular format and the guitar may not be mentioned
8

Formerly Ms. f.C.697.M.4. For details see RISM Bvii, p.194-5.
GB-Cmc Ms.2591, 2802, 2803 and 2804.
10
GB-Cmc Ms. 2805.
9
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specifically as an option for the accompaniment in those books which were, but there is
no reason to suppose that it ceased to be used in this context.

Part IV - Performance issues
Corbetta has very little to say about how the vocal pieces should be performed.
In the Italian introduction he comments
et per dartene maggior Notitia mi sono seruito delle parole fatte sopra alcune
mie sonate specialmte soura la fauorita del Re et altre, conforme uedra a tre e a
due voci, col basso continuo, et sotto al medesimo, l’accompagnanto di chitarra.
Troueroi nel principio del libro la detta Alem.da fauorita in intauolatura soura un
altro tono, et uolendola sonare col concerto, alzerai la chitarra d’un mezo tono;
…to draw more attention to them, I am supplying the words made for some of
my sonatas, especially for the favourite of the King and others, just as you will
see, in two and three parts voices with basso continuo, and below them the
guitar accompaniment. At the beginning of the book [on p.1] you will find the
said Allemande favorita in tablature in a different mode [i.e. in B minor instead
of C minor] and if you wish to play it in consort [with the vocal version], you
must raise the guitar a semitone;
and in the French introduction
…I’y ay mis l’exemple dans les chansons à trois parties auec le basse continue, et
dessous, la mesme basse en tablature, c’est pour accompagner. Dans
l’Allemande aymée du Roy qui est en musique uous y trouuerez la mesme en
tablature dessus un autre ton pour joüer seul, et si uous uoulez la joüer auec le
concert uous mettrez la Guitare un demy ton plus haut, parceque pour la
difficulté du ton il m’fallu la transposer d’un demi ton plus haut ;
I have included as an example the chansons in three parts with a basso
continuo, and below the same bass in tablature, which is for accompanying.
For the Allemande aymée du Roy which is in staff notation [on p.83] you will
find the same in tablature above [on p.1] [in] a different mode [i.e. in B minor
instead of C minor] to be played alone. If you wish to play it in consort [with the
vocal pieces] you should tune the guitar half a tone higher, because on account
of the difficulty of the mode it seemed to me necessary to transpose it [the
vocal version] up half a tone.
The reason for the transposition is presumably to accommodate the voice parts; two of
the other vocal pieces are also in different modes/keys from the solo guitar pieces.
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p. 83 (p.1)

Non si puo’ star sempre altero - up a semitone

Original key
Vocal version
Voice ranges
Soprano 1
Soprano 2
Bass

= B minor
= C minor
C1
C1
F4

b natural – f”
b natural – e flat”
F – d’

p. 89 (p.6)
Chi uuol la liberta
Original key = F major
Voice ranges
Soprano 1
G2
f’ – b” flat
Soprano 2
C1
c’ - e flat”
Bass
F4
F – d’
p. 93 (p.11) Falloit il o’ Dieux – down a perfect 4th
Original key = C minor
Vocal version = G minor
Voice ranges
Soprano 1
C1
d’ – g”
Bass
F4
F – c’
p.96 (p.12)
I’ay bergere et nuit et jour - down a semitone
Original key = C major
Vocal version = B flat major
Voice ranges
Soprano 1
C1
f’ – g”
Bass
F4
F – c’
Whilst the bass line does not go below F in any of the pieces, the first soprano goes up
to B flat above the treble stave in the second piece and to G above the treble stave in
the third and fourth pieces, not just occasionally but in extended passages which makes
the pieces taxing to perform. Standard pitch may have been lower in the seventeenthcentury England but cannot have been much lower without compromising the bass part.
Where is the bass line?
There is one question to which Corbetta has not provided an answer. Is the
figured bass line provided as an alternative to the guitar or are two instruments
intended to be play together and if so what other instrument might have been used?
There does not seem to be much point in including the bass line, which takes up space
and makes extra work for the engraver, merely as an alternative, when the book is
almost exclusively intended for guitarists. There is no obvious reason why the pieces
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should not be accompanied by two instruments – the guitar and theorbo would work
well in practice - and there is certainly no reason why the bass line alone should not be
re-enforced by another instrument given that the guitar cannot reproduce this as
written even if it is strung with low octave strings on both fourth and fifth courses.
Eisenhardt claims that “even though there is a wealth of vocal music with guitar
accompaniment, there is very little historical evidence” for doubling the bass line with a
viol or theorbo.11
This begs the question – what sort of historical evidence should there be?
Nonewhere in guitar sources is it explicitly stated that the bass line should or should not
be doubled.12
It may be stating the obvious, but in the exercises, as distinct from the musical works,
the bass line has to be included to illustrate how it should be harmonized. However,
what parts are included in copies of complete musical works in score, whether printed
or hand copied, and how they are arranged on the page, is largely a matter of what is
convenient. Pieces often survive in different arrangements and different formats.
Surviving sources may not always include a separate bass line, although many of them
do, but that does not prove that the pieces in question were specifically intended to be
performed in only one way – with guitar accompaniment alone.
The one example which Eisenhardt refers to is the Cancionero de Jose Marin (GBCfmMs.Mus.727).13 This is a collection of fifty-one “tonos” or secular vocal pieces,
composed or arranged by Marín, with a guitar accompaniment written out in Italian
tablature, but no separate bass line. It was copied sometime between 1686 and 169514
and belonged to the singer Miguel Martín who was employed in the Spanish Chapel
Royal. However, some of the tonos are also found in other sources, usually with only the
voice part and bass line; they were not composed specifically for guitar. It is not even
certain that the guitar part is by Marín himself. It is actually rather sketchy and in places
reproduces only the bass line unharmonized. The player would almost certainly have
filled it out in one way or another and varied the accompaniment from verse to verse.
11

Eisenhardt op. cit. p.119
The source which is often quoted as an authority on this matter is Tharald Borgir – “The performance of
the basso continuo in Italian baroque music” (UMI Research Press, 1987). Borgir insists that there is no
justification for doubling the bass line in Italian baroque music. The book is in fact a revised version of his
doctoral dissertation which was completed in 1977. It is almost certainly out of date – many more sources
may have come to light since it was written. He is concerned only with Italian practice and concedes that
practice in France and elsewhere was different. He covers keyboard instruments and lutes with extended
basses but the baroque guitar is not mentioned at all. He may not even have been aware that the guitar
was used as a continuo instrument or have seen any of the sources which include instructions for
accompanying a bass line.
13
Eisenhardt op. cit. Note 51 on p. 214.
14
Not in ca. 1699 as Eisenhardt suggests. Op. cit. p. 173. 1699 is the year of Marín death.
12
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Eisenhardt claims that this source is unique although it is not. The manuscript EBcMus.3660 which was copied slightly later15 includes twenty-seven vocal solos with
voice part, unfigured bass line and guitar part in Italian tablature. The guitar part is
more complex than that of Marin, featuring many four-part chords and occasionally
five-part chords represented with Castilian cifras. A further fourteen songs are
incomplete – the guitar part has not been filled in.
In any event, as a bass line is actually included in La guitarre royale (1671), there is no
excuse for ignoring it. Whatever players in Spain may have done twenty years later is
irrelevant. It is reasonable to assume that the pieces would have been performed with
whatever forces were available, and it would have depended on the circumstances in
which they were performed whether they were accompanied with the guitar alone or a
group of instruments.
The French lutenist, Henry Grenerin is a little more explicit about how he thinks that the
vocal and instrumental pieces in his Livre de guitarre (1680) should be performed.
In a note at the beginning of the first Simphonie on p.68 he states that the piece is for
deux dessus de violon auec la basse, la Compag.ent de la guitarre et le theorbe.
for two violins with the bass, the accompaniment for guitar and theorbo.
There is no reason to suppose that the guitar and theorbo were not intended to be
played together or that the bass line should be omitted; this combination of instruments
would work well in practice and would provide more adequate support for the two
violins than just a guitar.
In his Advis au Lecteur at the beginning of the book Grenerin suggests a number of
different options including performing the vocal pieces as solos for either soprano or
bass and using a keyboard instrument for the accompaniment in the sinphonies.
Vous trouverez dans ce livre quelques Airs curieux françois, et Italien a trois et a
quatre parties, avec l’accompagnement de la guitarre, des quelles vous pouvez
tirez les dessus et les basses pour jouer et chanter separement. Ils sont meslez de
simphonies qui les precedent, les quelles peuvent servir a faire de concerts de
basses de violle, deux dessus de violon et clavessine: l’on peut mesme tirer les
quatre parties des airs pour chanter ensemble.
You will find in this book some interesting French and Italian Airs in three and
four parts, with the accompaniment for the guitar, from which you can extract
15

F.52 -66v comprise theoretical material, vocal exercises and keyboard music probably copied later. A
note on f.52v is dated 28 March 1764.
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the soprano and bass parts and sing and play them separately. They are mixed
with simphonies which precede them, which can be used to make consorts of
bass viol, two violins and keyboard; one can also extract the four parts of the
airs to sing together.
Grenerin clearly indicates that the bass viol could or should be included even if a
keyboard instrument is used to realize the bass line. There is nothing to suggest that he
thought that a different style of accompaniment would be necessary if one of the voice
parts was performed as a solo.
Eisenhardt comments - “Regrettably, Corbetta did not leave any examples of
accompaniment to solo song which may well have been different with regard to the
density of the texture”.16 However, there is no reason why it should be different. The
setting of the Sarabande Tombeau de Madame, Falloit il o Dieux, (See Appendix
Example 1) which reproduces the melodic line of the guitar version in the soprano part,
would work perfectly well as a solo with the guitar accompaniment provided. It is to all
intents and purposes a solo piece. Although the vocal bass line is texted, all that it does
most of the time is duplicate the figured bass line. Any singer worthy of their salt should
be able to hold their own in such circumstances. The pieces in USA-CAuMs.1953.009 are
all intended to be performed as vocal solos. The Pepys manuscripts includes solo arias
and duets; the style of accompaniment is exactly the same.
Clearly there are some parts of the repertoire where doubling the bass line might be
inappropriate. The early seventeenth-century alfabeto song repertoire is an obvious
example in so far as the songs were intended for self accompaniment although it is quite
possible that in some circumstances more complex accompaniments would have been
regarded as acceptable.
Commonsense suggests that in the seventeenth century musicians would have felt
free to use whatever combination of voices and instruments were available and
worked in practice. There are no really hard and fast rules about these matters.
A note on the transcription. Corbetta probably used a low octave string only on the fourth course
thoughout his career. When transcribing the musical examples notes on the fifth course are
shown with diamond shaped heads. For convenience when transcribing the tables of chords in
five parts the notes on the fifth course are shown in the lower octave. However, in the examples
in mixed style notes on the fifth course are transcribed in the upper octave in order to reconstruct
the counterpoint appropriately.

December 2016

16

Op. cit.p. 121.
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Appendix
Examples of vocal music with guitar accompaniment
Example 1
Corbetta – La guitarre royalle (1671) p. 93 Falloit il o dieux
In this extract, without a low octave string on the fifth course, the bass line is reproduced
throughout almost exactly as written. In particular, Corbetta has arranged the chords in the opening bar
so that the descending chromatic bass line is in the lowest sounding part. In bar 4 where a G minor chord
is called for, it is simply not possible to have a 5-part root position chord with or without a bourdon on
the fifth course. In bar 6 a bourdon on the fifth course would reproduce the first F major 7th chord in first
inversion but the root position chord is perfectly acceptable; the B flat chord which follows will be a 6-4.
In bar 8, a bourdon on the fifth course would obscure the leading note E natural and create an unwanted
doubling of the 7th in the wrong octave. In bar 10, a 5-part first inversion B flat major chord is impractical
with or without a bourdon and at the cadence a borudon would double the suspended 4th in the lower
octave. Whichever method of stringing is used there has to be compromises.
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Example 2
US-LaucMs.1953.009 – Barbara Strozzi Rissolvetevi o pensieri
(From Ariette a voce sola, Opera Sesta ; Venice : F. Magni, 1657).
The guitar accompaniment consists of standard alfabeto chords notated in French tablature when
the bass line moves in crotchets. The passages in quavers are left unharmonized. The slash marks above
the stave indicate the number of times the chords should be repeated but not the direction of the
strumming. In this particular song Reggio has simply added the chords according to the bass note without
taking into account the voice part. Places where the chords do not fit are marked with an asterisk.
Accidentals are used in a somewhat haphazard way. In bar 7 for example, there is no B natural in the bass
part but the guitar has a G major chord; but in bar 10 the voice part has a B natural and the guitar has a G
minor chord.
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Example 3
GB-Cmc, Ms. 2591, p. 210–11 – Samuel Pepys Beauty reitire
“Beauty retire” is Pepys’ own setting of lyrics by William Davenant. The voice part is notated in
the bass clef to suit the range of Pepys’ own voice. The instrumental bass part is figured. The guitar part
is very simple, comprising only chords to be strummed notated in French tablature with the note values
indicating the direction of the strummed chords placed on the tablature staff. An unusual feature is that
heads of the note values are placed on the second line down of the staff for the down strokes, and in the
third space down for the up strokes. Open courses to be included in the chords are not indicated; the lines
representing the unstopped courses are left blank; the player has to decide what is appropriate with
reference to the figuring in the bass line. In bar 1 the first two chords can include all five courses, but the
third chord should only include the upper three courses. The open first course could be included in the
first chord of bar 2 as it is the 6th above the bass indicated by the figures. Morelli has added the 7th to
the chords in bars 4 and 6, although this is not indicated by the figures in the bass line. Note that the first
two systems belong to the previous song and are not transcribed.
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